Specialists for
FOrst Beet ROden

FOBRO Start Beetroder

The FOBRO Start is the machine for operations where high pass is not the criterion number one. Built for clearing young plants
without root balls such as strawberries, outdoor shrubs, ornamental and tree nursery seedlings, salmon-rooted spice and medicinal
herbs, various types of vegetables and many more. The functionality (identical to the more powerful models) has been known for
over 30 years and is still proven today in thousands of nurseries in daily use.

Standard equipment
Front and back cutting grubber blade with the
first vibrating sieve

Your advantage
The cultivator blade, which cuts through the ground, requires considerably less
pulling power. The soil is not scrubbed and compacted, as it would happen by
using a sturdy blade. The fine hair-like roots also remain on the lance and are not
thrown back in the soil. More of the root system means also less risk that your
customers may have when planting them. This increases the value of your
plants.

Second, rear vibrating sieve integrated as a
direct continuation after the first vibrating sieve

This guarantees a gentle sifting of the soil and lifts the plants out of the ground,
clean and unharmed.

Adjustable working position or conveying
angle of the rear vibrating sieve

Depending on the soil moisture and condition as well as the root you can use it
to set the most gentle and at the same time the maximum soil excavation.

Four individually
adjustable additional wheels.

The good support prevents that the machine sinks, so therefore its work is
precise. Depth control guaranteed. This is important especially for a rather short
tractor size.

Newly developed wobble hub drive without a
direct deflection at the PTO shaft
Interchangeable wear gauge
Bearings by means of backlash-free Rubber
metal cans outside of the ground

Additional equipment
Accord quick coupling triangle system

Technical specifications:
FOBRO Start beet cultivator
Working width
Workings depth
Gauge width 1
Gauge width 2
Total width
Total length
Total height
Weight
Power demand (min.)
PTO
t
Baertschi Agrartecnic Deutschland GmbH
D-88255 Baienfurt (Vertrieb, Ersatzteile EU)
T: +49 751 7687 0000 / F: +49 751 7684 472

Direct forces with the least possible mass that has to be moved. This results in an
optimal external effect and a low-vibration, smooth running of the machine.
The blade is made of highly wear-resistant material and the shackle is made of
the break-proof special steel. This guarantees low maintenance costs.
No vibrations = frame damaging vibrations cannot occur. No rotating part or
bearings in the ground. It is 100% dirt-resistant bearings using maintenance-free
rubber-metal cans near the floor. Maintenance (lubrication) is kept to a minimum.
Your advantage
If you are working with the Accord quick release triangle, you can order the
FOBRO start with integrated triangle or retrofit at any time. Technical changes
and products improvements reserved.
Type 0800
80 cm
25 cm
104 cm
119 cm
122 cm
175 cm
127 cm
490 kg
540 U/min

Type 1350
135 cm
25 cm
159 cm
174 cm
177 cm
175 cm
127 cm
510 kg
35 PS
540 U/min

Type 1500
150 cm
25 cm
174 cm
189 cm
192 cm
175 cm
127 cm
520 kg
40 PS
540 U/min
Operating speed 300 rpm
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